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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a robot referee for robot soccer. 
This idea is implemented using a service robot that moves along one of the field 
sides, uses its own cameras to analyze the game, and communicates its deci-
sions to the human spectators using speech, and to the robot players using wire-
less communication. The robot uses a video-based game analysis toolbox that is 
able to analyze the actions at up to 20fps. This toolbox includes robots, ball, 
landmarks, and lines detection and tracking, as well as refereeing decision-
making. This robot system is validated and characterized in real game situations 
with humanoid robot players. 

1   Introduction 

One of the RoboCup main goals is allowing robots to play soccer as humans do. A 
natural extension of this idea is having robots that can referee soccer games. Referee-
ing task are very similar to playing task, but differentiate in the fact that a referee has 
to correctly interpret every situation, a single wrong interpretation can have a large 
effect in the game result. The main duty of a robot referee should be the analysis of 
the game, and the real-time refereeing decision making (referee decisions can not be 
delayed). A robot referee should be able to follow the game, i.e. to be near the most 
important game actions, as human referees do. In addition it should be able to com-
municate its decisions to the human or robot players, assistant referees, and specta-
tors. This communication can be achieved using speech, gestures, data networks or 
visual displays, depending on the distance of the message’s receptor, and the available 
communications mechanisms. The robot referee should primarily use its own visual 
sensors to analyze the game. In large fields or in games where the ball moves very 
fast or travels long distances, the robot referee could use external cameras, in addition 
to assistant referees. Thus, a robot referee should have 3 main subsystems: (i) video-
based game analysis, (ii) self-positioning and motion control, and (iii) interfaces to 
communicate decisions. Interestingly, the video-based game analysis subsystem, in 
addition to be used for refereeing decision-making, can be used to obtain game statis-
tics (% of the time that the ball is in each half of the field, % of ball possession of 
each team, number of goals of each team player, etc.), as well as for video annotation 
and indexing, which could be later used to retrieve an automated summary or a se-
mantic description of the game. Besides, the robot referee could be used as commen-
tator of robot soccer games. 
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In this context, the aim of this paper is to propose a robot referee for robot soccer. 
This robot referee is specially intended to be used in the RoboCup SPL 2-legged 
league, and in the RoboCup humanoid league. The referee is a service robot that 
moves alongside one of the field lines (see figure 1 and 2), uses its own cameras to 
analyze the game, and communicates its decisions to the human spectators using 
speech and to the robot players using wireless communication. The robot video-based 
game analysis subsystem is based on the one proposed in [27], but the robot detection 
module has been largely improved by the use of statistical classifiers. One interesting 
feature of the robot referee is its ability to express facial gestures while refereeing, 
like being angry when a foul is committed or happy when a goal is scored, which 
makes him very attractive to human spectators. To the best of our knowledge a similar 
system has not been proposed in the literature. This paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2 some related work is presented. The here-proposed robot referee is pre-
sented in section 3. In section 4 some experimental results of the application of this 
system are presented. Finally, in section 5 conclusions of this work are given. 

            

Fig. 1. The robot referee in a typical game situation 

2   Related Work 

Computer vision based analysis of sport videos has been addressed by many authors 
(e.g. [1]-[21]), and nowadays is a hot topic within the multimedia video analysis 
community. There are also successful video analysis programs that are being used by 
TV sport channels (e.g. Hawkeye [22] and Questec [23]). Applications have been 
developed in almost all massive sports such as tennis ([11][12][14][18]), soccer 
([2][4][5][15][16][20][21]), baseball ([8][13]), basketball ([10]), and American foot-
ball ([9]). However, to the best of our knowledge the automatic analysis of robot 
sports has not been addressed in the literature, except for [27]. 

The major research issues for the automatic analysis of human sports include (see 
a survey in [18]): ball and players tracking, landmarks detection (goal mouth, oval, 
side lines, corners, etc.), tactic analysis to provide training assistance, highlight ex-
traction (ace events in tennis, score events in soccer and basketball, etc.), video 
summarization (automatic generation of game summaries), content insertion (e.g. 
commercial banner replacement in the field), and computer-assisted refereeing (e.g. 
offside detection). Some of these research issues are still open as for example fully 
autonomous tactic analysis, soccer offside detection considering player’s intention, 
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or video summarization; current solutions are semi-automatic and provide assistance 
to human referees or video operators. We believe that many of the accumulated 
knowledge in the automatic analysis of human sports can be employed for the auto-
matic analysis of robot sports. Probably the main obvious difference being that in the 
robot sport case, robot identification is a hard problem, because usually all players 
look the same, because they all correspond to the same robot model (e.g. RoboCup 
SPL league). However, the robots can be individualized using the team uniform 
color [24] and the player’s number [26].  

The here-proposed robot referee makes use of the accumulated knowledge in 
automatic analysis of human sports, and in the RoboCup soccer leagues. The robot 
video-based game analysis subsystem is based on [27], however, the robot detection 
(one of the core referee functionality) is improved, instead of using SIFT descriptors, 
a cascade of boosted classifiers allows the robust detection of robots. 

3   Proposed Robot Referee 

3.1   Hardware 

As robot referee we use our service robot Bender. This personal/social robot was 
originally designed to be used for the RoboCup @Home league. The main idea be-
hind its design was to have an open and flexible testing platform. The robot has 
shown to be adequate for the @Home league (it won the RoboCup @Home 2007 
Innovation Award), and has been used to provide multimedial and ubiquitous Web 
interfaces [29], and as speaker (lecturer) in activities with children (see pictures in 
[34]). Bender’s main hardware components are: 

- A robot’s chest that incorporates a tablet PC as the main processing platform of 
the robot. We use a HP TC4200, powered with a 1.86 GHz Intel Centrino, with 
1 GB DDR II 400 MHz, running Windows XP Tablet PC edition. The tablet in-
cludes 802.11bg connectivity. The screen of the tablet PC allows: (i) the visuali-
zation of relevant information for the user (a web browser, images, videos, etc.), 
and (ii) entering data thanks to the touch-screen capability. 

- A robot’s head with pan and tilt movements, two CCD cameras, one microphone 
and two loudspeakers. The head incorporates a face with the capability of ex-
pressing emotions. The head is managed by a dedicated hardware, which is con-
trolled from the tablet PC via USB.  

- A robot’s arm with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), two in the shoulder and one in 
the elbow. The arm is powered with a 3-finger hand. Each finger has 2 DOF. 
The arm is managed by a dedicated hardware, which is controlled from the tab-
let PC via USB. 

- A mobile platform where all described structures are mounted. The platform pro-
vides mobility (differential drive), and sensing skills (16 infrared, 16 ultrasound, 
and 16 bumpers). The whole platform is managed by a dedicated hardware, 
which is controlled from the tablet PC via USB.  

One interesting feature of Bender is that the relative angle between the mobile plat-
form and the robot body can be manually adjusted. In the robot standard configuration 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the robot referee controller 

this angle is set to 0 degrees, which allows the normal robot movement. For the task 
of refereeing, the angle is set to 90 degrees. This allows the robot to have a frontal 
view of the field while moving along the line, even though it has a differential drive 
configuration (see figure 2).  

3.2   Robot Controller 

The block diagram of the proposed robot referee controller is shown in figure 3. The 
system is composed by seven main modules Object Perception, Visual Tracking, Self-
localization, Refereeing, Motion Control, Speech Synthesis, and Wireless Communi-
cations, and makes use of two databases: Rules (input) and Game Statistics (output). 

The Object Perception module has two main functions: object detection and object 
identification. First, all the objects of interest for the soccer game (field carpet, field 
and goal lines, goals, beacons, robot players, ball) are detected using color segmenta-
tion and some simple rules, similar to the ones employed in any RoboCup soccer 
robot controller. No external objects, as for example, spectators or legs of assistant 
referees or team members are detected (in some leagues assistant referees and team 
members can manipulate the robots during a game). The identification (identity 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the detection system 

determination) of goals, beacons and the ball is straightforward, because each of them 
has a defined form and color composition. The identification of field and goal lines is 
carried using the relative distance from the detected lines to the robot referee, and to 
the already identified beacons and goals. The detection of the robot players is more 
difficult, and it is performed using a multiscale robot detection framework based on 
the use of boosted classifiers, as proposed in [28]. This multiscale robot detection 
framework (see block diagram in figure 4) works as follows: (i) To detect the robots 
at different scales, a multiresolution analysis of the images is performed, by down-
scaling the input image by a fixed scaling factor --e.g. 1.2-- (Multiresolution Analysis 
module). This scaling is performed until images of about 24x24 pixels are obtained. 
(ii) Windows of 24x24 pixels are extracted in the Window Extraction module for each 
of the scaled versions of the input image. (iii) The windows are analyzed by a nested 
cascade of boosted classifier (Cascade Classification Module). (iv) In the Overlap-
ping Detection Processing module, the windows classified as positive (they contain a 
robot) are fused (normally a robot will be detected at different scales and positions) to 
obtain the final size and position of the detections. Real-time robot processing is 
achieved thanks to the use of cascades of classifiers, and because this analysis is car-
ried out only at the beginning of each robot tracking sequence (see the feedback con-
nection from Visual Tracking to Object Perception in figure 3). 

The Visual Tracking module is in charge of tracking the moving objects, i.e. the 
ball and the robot players. The implemented tracking system is built using the mean 
shift algorithm [30], applied over the original image (not the segmented one). The 
seeds of the tracking process are the detected ball and robot players. As in [32], a 
Kalman Filter is employed to maintain an actualized feature model for mean shift. In 
addition, a fast and robust line’s tracking system was implemented (see description in 
[27]). Using this system, it is not necessary to detect the lines in each frame. Using the 
described perception and tracking processes, the system is able to track in near real 
time (up to 20 fps) all game moving objects and the lines. 

The Self-localization module is in charge of localizing the robot referee. As in the 
case of the robot players, this functionality is achieved using the pose of the landmarks 
(goals and beacons) and the lines, and odometric information. The only difference being 
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that in the case of the robot referee, the movements are not executed inside the field, but 
outside, along one of the field sides (see figure 2). 

The Refereeing module is in charge of analyzing the game dynamics and the ac-
tions performed by the players (e.g. kicking or passing), and detecting game relevant 
events (goal, ball out of the field, illegal defender, etc.). This analysis is carried out 
using information about static and moving detected objects, and the game rules, 
which are retrieved from the Rules database. In addition, this module is in charge of 
the referee positioning. The module should keep the referee outside of the field, but at 
a constant distance of the field side (the referee should move along one of the field 
sides), it should control de robot’s head and body movement to allow the robot to 
correctly follow the game, by avoiding obstacles and without leaving the field area (in 
case that the ball or a player leave the field.). It is important that the referee always 
perceives and follows the main elements of game-play. In the present this is done by 
following the ball, and estimating the position of the players in the field. In future 
implementations we plan to use several cameras to have more information of the 
activities in the field. The outputs of this module are refereeing decisions (e.g. goal 
was scored by team A) that are sent to the Speech Synthesis and Wireless Communi-
cation modules, motion orders that are sent to the Motion Control module, and game 
statistics (e.g. player 2 from team A score a goal) that are stored in the corresponding 
database. 

The Motion Control module is in charge of translating motion orders into com-
mands for the robot motors. These commands allow the control of the robot pose, the 
robot head pose, the robot facial expressions, and the robot arm. 

Finally, the Speech Synthesis and Wireless Communication modules communicate 
the referee decisions to robot players and human assistant referees and spectators. 
Wireless communication is straightforward, while speech synthesis is achieved using 
the CSLU toolkit [35]. 

3.3   Refereeing 

This module is in charge of analyzing the game dynamics, determining the actions 
performed by the players, and the game relevant events. This analysis is carried out 
using the information of the static and moving objects detected, and the game rules, 
which depend on the specific RoboCup soccer leagues. 

Most of the game situations can be analyzed using information on the position of 
the ball and the robot players in the field, the time during which the ball and the robot 
players stay in a given field area, the localization of the field lines and goal lines, and 
for some specific cases, the identity of the last robot that touches the ball. For in-
stance, to detect a goal event, a ball crossing one of the two goal lines should be de-
tected. The correct positioning of a given robot depends on its own position and in 
some cases the position of the other players and the ball. The identity of the scoring 
robot is the identity of the last robot that touches the ball. Thus, using simple rules 
many situations such as “goal detection”, “ball leaving the field”, “game stuck”, “ro-
bot kickoff positioning”, “robot leaving the field” or “robot falling” can be detected. 
There are complex situations that depend on the exact relative position between two 
players or between a player and the ball that cannot be robustly detected. Some exem-
plar situations are “ball holding”, “goalie/player pushing” and “robot obstruction”. 
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For example, in the case of the RoboCup humanoid league, from which rules will 
be used to run our experiments, the following situations (definitions taken from [31]) 
can be analyzed: 

- Goal: “A goal is scored when the whole ball passes over the goal line, between 
the goal posts and under the crossbar, provided that no infringement of the rules 
has been committed previously by the team scoring the goal”. 

- Robots kickoff positioning: “All players are in their own half of the field. The op-
ponents of the team taking the kick-off are outside the center circle until the ball 
is in play. The ball is stationary on the center mark. The referee gives a signal. 
The ball is in play when it is touched or 10 seconds elapsed after the signal. 

- Ball In and Out Play: “The ball is out of play when it has wholly crossed the goal 
line or touch line whether on the ground or in the air or when play has been 
stopped by the referee. The ball is in play at all other times, including when it re-
bounds from a goalpost, crossbar, corner pole, or human and remains in the field 
of play”. 

- Global Game Stuck: “the referee may call a game-stuck situation if there is no 
progress of the game for 60s”. 

- Illegal defense and attack: “Not more than one robot of each team is allowed to be 
inside the goal or the goal area at any time. If more than one robot of the defending 
team is inside its goal or goal area for more than 10s, this will be considered illegal 
defense. If more than one robot of the attacking team is inside the opponent's goal 
or goal area for more than 10s, this will be considered illegal attack”. 

However, there are some other situations that are much harder to analyze, because 
it is required either to judge the intention of the players (e.g. robot pushing) or to 
solve visual occlusions that difficult the determination of the relative position of the 
robot legs or the ball (e.g. ball holding). For the moment we have not implemented 
the detection of those situations. 

The game statistics that can be computed in our current implementation are: % of 
the time that the ball is in each half of the field, number of goals of each team and 
team player, number of direct kicks to the goal by each team and each team player, 
number of times that each team and each team player sent the ball out of the field, 
number of illegal defense or attack events of each team, number of times that each 
team player leaves the field, number of times that each player fall down, number of 
global game stuck events, and time required for automatic kickoff positioning by each 
team. 

3.4   Robot Perceptor 

To detect the playing robots a cascade of boosted classifier was used (based on 
Adaboost). This detector requires a diversified database of images with the robots that 
are going to be detected, as well as a number of images not containing any robots. 
The referee here implemented was mainly focused on the RoboCup Humanoid 
league, so the training database was made from videos obtained in the league website 
(videos submitted by the league’s teams) and using our humanoid robot (Hajime H18) 
in our laboratory.  
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During the training of the cascades, validation and training sets are used. The pro-
cedure to obtain both sets is analogous, so only the training dataset is explained. To 
obtain the training set used at each layer of the cascade classifier, two types of data-
bases are needed: one of cropped windows of positive examples (Humanoid) and one 
of images not containing the object to be detected. The second type of database is 
used during the bootstrap procedure to obtain the negative examples (this comes from 
our implementation of the Adaboost algorithm). The training dataset is used to train 
the weak classifiers, and the validation database is used to decide when to stop the 
training of a given layer and to select the bias values of the layer (see details in [28]). 
To obtain positive examples (cropped windows) a rectangle bounding the robot was 
annotated and a square of size equal to the largest size of the rectangle was cropped 
and downscaled to 24x24 pixels. The “positive” database contains several thousand 
24x24 images containing Humanoids in different poses, environments, illuminations, 
etc. The training process was repeated several times in order to obtain a good detec-
tion rate with a low quantity of false positives. Each time the process was repeated 
more images were added to the database to increase the variety of the images included 
in it (so the classifier becomes more general). The number of images used in the final 
version of the Robot detector is shown in Table 1. 

4   Experimental Results 

To prove the usefulness of the proposed system, some experiments were carried out. 
The results of these tests are shown in the following sections. The quantitative results 
were obtained from a series of video sequences (with different configurations) taken 
in our laboratory. In total 5,293 frames were taken for a preliminary analysis of our 
system. These videos are from short play sequences in the field, some examples can 
be seen in figures 5, 6 and 7. The idea was to capture different playing sequences, but 
due to the huge amount of possible situations during a game, only a few of them were 
captured.  

4.1   Object Detection and Tracking 

The first evaluation was the Robot Detector module. To do this, the system was pro-
grammed to detect robots every 5 to 10 frames, and to track the detections in every 
frame. Then we counted all the robots that the detector correctly found versus the 
number of robots that appear on all the frames. We also counted the false detections 
that appeared in some frames. The tracking systems are much faster than the detection 
systems, especially the mean shift module used to track the detected robots. This 
allows the system to work close to real time and the possibility to run faster or slower 
depending on the possible applications and desired results. Table 2 shows the robot 
detection results. These results show that the robots were correctly detected in almost 
all frames, with a false detection every 15 or so frames although, usually, false detec-
tions appeared in consecutive frames. These results are quite good and show that the 
detector is working as intended. Once the robot is correctly detected the tracking 
system works remarkably well (the mean shift system has no problem tracking object 
in these environments). 
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Table 1. Summary of the databases used for training 

# Positive examples # Negative images 
Class 

 (Training)  (Validation)  (Training)  (Validation) 
Humanoids 3,693 3,693 6,807 3,410 

Table 2. Summary of the results for the Robot Detector module 

Number of Frames Number of Robots Robot Detection 
Rate 

Number of false 
positive windows 

5,293 3,405 98.7% 334 
 

  
 

 

  

 

Fig. 5. Selected frames from a robot scoring sequence. Robot/ball tracking window in red/blue. 
The goal detection event is shown by a red window out of the ball blue window. 

Line detection was also evaluated, but only partially. Many lines of many sizes 
appear in all images and they can appear entirely, partially or barely. The “correct” 
detection of all lines is difficult to put in numbers because of this, and the many crite-
ria that can exist (a “correctly detected” line can mean that a part of the line was de-
tected or that some parts of the line were detected or that all the line was detected, 
etc.). Our line detector worked fine on side lines that appeared entirely (or almost), 
having problems only with those that were farther away. It also detected some of the 
lines inside the field but had problems with smaller lines (the ones that limit the space 
for the goalie). Some examples can be seen in figures 5 and 6. The back lines were 
detected in almost all cases, while the goal area of the lines was a bit more difficult to 
tag correctly. Our system does a good job at tagging a zone in front of the goal but 
can sometimes over- or under-estimate the portion of the line that represents the goal 
line. Beacons, goals and ball detection could be evaluated, but these systems have 
already been tested before (they are very similar to the ones currently used by the 
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Fig. 6. Selected frames from ball tracking and robot detection 

 

 
 

 
 

 

   

Fig. 7. Selected images of a Refereeing situation 

robots in RoboCup league), and give very good results. An example of this is figure 6 
which shows the ball detection system and how it works even with total occlusion of 
the ball (thanks to a Kalman filter).  

4.2   Event Detection 

Same video sequences as in 4.1 were employed. As these events are less frequent than 
object apparitions, a statistical evaluation is more complicated. Furthermore these 
events are harder to detect because a correct detection of all the elements present in 
the event must be present. For example for goal detection the system needs a good 
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detection on the lines, goal, goal line and ball. Figures 5 and 7 show goal detections, 
one directly from the camera used by the robot, and the other from an external camera 
filming the setup of the refereeing robot. Our system correctly detects most of the 
goal situations, although some false positives appear in some cases (where our goal 
line is over-estimated and the ball was leaving the field instead of entering the goal). 
Other situations like “game stuck” or “player leaving the field” where correctly de-
tected but they have to undergo more real games testing to see if it is really working 
as intended. “Illegal defense and attack” situation still need more work, mainly be-
cause of the difficulties of setting the goalie area with line detections.  

5   Conclusions 

This paper proposes a robot referee for robot soccer. A custom robot is used alongside 
the soccer field to referee, analyze and possibly comment the current game. It is cur-
rently implemented for the RoboCup Humanoid and SPL leagues, but it can be ex-
tended to other robot soccer categories. The system employs a custom robot that can 
move along the soccer field and follow the action by watching the game with a cam-
era mounted in its head. The robot uses a conventional computer mounted in its chest 
to process the images from the game and analyze its content. The computer also con-
trols the robot moving parts in order to follow the game and to notify the surrounding 
persons the important events ongoing in the game (goal, ball leaving the field, etc).  

Currently, the developed system can detect and identify all humanoid-league de-
fined field objects, and perform the tracking of the moving objects in real-time. A 
good part of the defined situations can be correctly detected, and other show good 
results but need more testing in diverse environments while some other need more 
work to function as intended. The proposed system has shown great potential but 
needs to be refined for more complex situations. Furthermore it needs testing in dif-
ferent environments to completely prove its usefulness. 

The system could be criticized because is it not assured that it always take the right 
decision (e.g. due to occlusion problems), but human referees also not always take 
correct decisions. This is especially true in robot soccer environments, where very 
often non-experimented humans assume refereeing tasks. Future implementations 
plan to use more cameras to cover the whole field, and to be able to correctly evaluate 
more complex situations. These cameras can be fixed over the field or in another 
moving robot along the other side of the field. In most collective sports more than one 
referee is used to make sure all rules are obeyed, so it is logical to include more 
sources of information in this case too.  
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